
Sea Ray 176 SRX (2003-)
Brief Summary
The 176 SRX is a sporty bowrider that offers an exciting ride. If you’re looking for a simple, boat that the

whole family will enjoy this model may just fill that gap.

Price
Base Price

Prices, features, designs, and equipment are subject to change. Please see your local dealer or visit the

builder's website for the latest information available on this boat model.

Key Features
The 176 SRX is an exciting bowrider that the whole family will love. The wrap-around windshield has a

hinged center section protecting the skipper and a passenger from spray. Part of the SRX package, the

steering console features a graphite colored dash with chrome bezeled gauges. Storage includes a large ski

locker in the cockpit sole, storage under the forward seat, under gunnel storage to port and starboard, and

storage under the port console. The swim platform is integral to the hull and includes a stainless steel

telescoping ladder and ski tow eye. Contact: Sea Ray Boats Inc., 2600 Sea Ray Boulevard, Knoxville, TN

37914, Phone: (866) 244-0862, www.searay.com.

Test Results

RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

1000 4.8 4.2 0.8 6 5.22 113 99 71

1500 6.5 5.6 1.1 5.86 5.1 111 96 76

2000 8.3 7.2 2 4.23 3.68 80 70 77

2500 15.7 13.6 3 5.22 4.54 99 86 85

3000 22.7 19.7 3.6 6.39 5.56 121 105 85
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RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

3500 26.8 23.3 5.2 5.15 4.48 97 85 87

4000 32.5 28.3 6 5.42 4.71 102 89 88

4500 37.4 32.5 7.7 4.86 4.22 92 80 92

5000 41.7 36.2 10.5 3.97 3.45 75 65 95

View the test results in metric units
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Specifications

Length Overall 17'6''

BEAM 7'0''

Dry Weight 2,100 lbs.

Tested Weight

Draft 2'11'' drive down

Draft Up

Draft Down

Air Draft

Deadrise/Transom N/A

Max Headroom open
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Bridge Clearance N/A

Weight Capacity

Person Capacity

Fuel Capacity 21 gal.

Water Capacity none

Length on Trailer

Height on Trailer

Trailer Weight

Total Weight

Aft Deck

Salon Inside Width

Salon Fore & Aft

Salon Height

Salon Volume

Galley Volume

Master SR Width

Master SR fore & Aft
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Master SR Overhead

Master SR Volume

Eng. Room Volume

Acceleration Times & Conditions

Time to Plane 2.8 sec.

0 to 20

Ratio 2.0:1

Props 19

Load 2 persons, 1/8 fuel, no water, min. gear

Climate 70 deg., 50% humid., wind: 5-10 knots; seas: 1 foot or less

Recipe for Fun

Test by Capt. Vince Daniello

While Sea Ray lists the SRX series as a new line, it is essentially a flavorful version of the company’s

popular bow riders with a sporty color and trim package. Hoping to attract the newest generation of boaters,

the 176 SRX features a bright red or yellow two-tone hull with racing inspired graphics.

Layout

The interior layout is fundamentally the same as the standard Bow Rider. Seating forward includes a

backrest cushion across the bow and convenient hand-holds on port and starboard. The wrap-around

windshield has a hinged center section protecting the skipper and a passenger from spray. Part of the SRX

package, the steering console features a graphite colored dash with chrome bezeled gauges. The port and

starboard swivel bucket seats are embroidered with a colorful SRX logo. Aft, bucket style jump seats are on

either side of the engine compartment.

Storage and Features
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Storage includes a large ski locker in the cockpit sole, storage under the forward seat, under gunnel storage

to port and starboard, and storage “net” under the port console. The “glove box” in the port console conceals

a stereo/CD player. The swim platform, integral to the hull, includes a stainless steel telescoping ladder and

ski tow eye.

Power and Performance

Concealing the single 135 horsepower MerCruiser 3.0 liter engine, the fiberglass engine cowling provides

easy access to all vital engine checks. Pneumatic supports make the cowling easy to lift and hold it securely

open. While I wouldn’t advise serving gazpacho while running, the boat was a lot of fun, topping out at 41.7

miles-per-hour and handling quite well. Time to plane was a quick 2.8 seconds, and 0 to 30 miles-per-hour

took just 7.2 seconds. She cruised at 22.7 miles per hour burning only 3.7 gallons per hour, for an incredible

6.39 miles per gallon. With the 21 gallon fuel tank, she could cover 121 miles or cruise around all day

without refueling.

Like the Sea Ray 176 Bow Rider, the 176 SRX is an uncomplicated boat without many accoutrements. But

for a small, simple boat, I had a lot of fun testing it! If you’re looking for a simple, sporty, exciting boat, add a

little spice to your nautical diet with a Sea Ray 176 SRX.
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